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Our Mission Statement
“Dedicated to serve as Ambassadors bringing Restoration, Healing, Truth, and
the Love of Christ to the World, giving all the Glory to God.”

Notes from the Director
Dear loyal King Institute, Inc. Supporters,
Greetings in the New Year. We are excited about what God is already doing in 2009.
We thank you for your wonderful prayers and support throughout the years as God has led us to help numerous people with chronic and life-threatening ailments with the TKM® knowledge He has provided.
As we step into 2009, we are renewing our commitment to the core vision and mission of King Institute,
Inc., and that is to conduct health research and provide education for people with health needs.
As any laboratory, university, and other research institution understands, the science alone demands a bulk
of time and resources to be executed successfully. Other projects are therefore delayed or cut according to the
availability of man-hours and finances. For this reason, King Institute, Inc. will be delaying indefinitely some
projects in order to focus on that core. These decisions are not easy and have not come quickly, but only after
many months of prayer, seeking, discussion, and appropriate counseling.
The KIMA Journal has been an excellent communication tool to our constituents. We are blessed by some
of the responses this little publication has generated over its short run. It’s been a great joy for us to produce as
it has been for you to receive, so it is with a bit of a heavy heart that we say goodbye to it for now. I know we
have spoke of new ideas to decrease the cost of the journal to keep it alive, but the time that it absorbs is also
a great factor. Therefore, we must make this difficult decision now. However, we look forward eagerly to the
door that God opens after He’s closed another.
Future books, such as the TKM® animal book, Kids book, the
public book and such will remain on hold for now. As God provides
the time and the resources, King Institute, Inc. will produce them.
For the time being, we will focus on our core purpose that God has
provided and will wait for His leading and timing.
The King Institute, Inc. Health News Update will continue with
slight modifications and improvement in mind. We want to keep in
touch with you, and the HNU is how we will do that. It will remain
free of charge and available for you to print from our website for you
to read and pass on to your friends, family, and neighbors.
The KIMA-Talk online community will remain active for everyone who has completed a Level 1 & 2 TKM® course. For the
time being, nothing on KIMA-Talk will change. If you receive the
KIMA-Talk notifications, we encourage you to continue asking your
questions and providing responses for those who ask.
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The King Institute, Inc. practice will remain operational and an imperative part of our research. As new
cases come through our door, we will continue to provide as much help as possible, and the knowledge gained
from each case will help us with future cases. As time and resources permit, we hope to publish our findings and
pass that information on to you and the public.
The King Institute, Inc. remains dedicated to educating those with varying health needs and providing them
with the help to resolve their health issues and obtain the best quality of life possible. We will continue to provide
classes, and as our research expands, improve them.
As a health research and education institute, we rely on donor support to fund our investigations. In the past,
this has been provided in a number of areas, including KIMA Journal subscriptions. If you are a current contributor and believe in our mission to develop this work that God has set before us and use it to help His people, we
invite and encourage you to continue your financial support of the institute. King Institute, Inc. is a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit organization, and any contribution of any size is tax deductible.
Although every week generates new needs, I want to provide a couple of areas needing support at this moment. A man in his early 70s has been struggling with an unlabeled lung disease and has been under the highest
doses of prednisone allowed as the only treatment. He is not even on a list to receive a lung transplant because of
his health condition. The doctors have said that he would not survive his next visit to the emergency room in his
current condition.
We have worked with him for about a week and he has notably improved by all who see him. We were
charging a reduced rate, but now he cannot afford any rate. He needs daily sessions. Therefore he is a case that
needs to be subsidized.
A young single mother who is unemployed has severe depression, fungus and bacteria infection resulting
in a two year rash covering her legs and spreading through the body. We’ve seen her once this week and have
determined she needs at least three visits per week along with some nutritional counseling and support. We had
to insist on her coming in for her first visit (pro bono) because she didn’t want to ask for help and not be able to
pay. We recognized the need and insisted.
Another woman in her 50s has lung disease and was declining rapidly, while awaiting a double lung transplant. The doctors have said that with a successful transplant that she will have a maximum of 2 years to live.
We started working with her and she no longer needed oxygen to come from the car to our office and had more
strength and was encouraged by improvements. She is retired and very low on funds since the medical community has drained them. We were working on her partial reduced fee and some free. She wanted to return home to
Alabama for the holidays and try to arrange a return visit, as we are all hopeful that she will not need a transplant
and will live a more normal life. She needs funds to travel back to Dallas and stay at a motel and have assistance
for sessions and nutritional program.
We have several more like these, but they are not the only needs. We would love to work on everyone for
free and provide free materials and supplements, but the landlord wants his rent and staff need their support and
we do not turn people away, but our current operation is running in the red due to not having the funds to maintain
the overhead.
We have finished the mission TKM books as of December 2008, although we need the funds to print them
and deliver them to the missionaries we are connected with in the field. The books are free, but the minimum to
print is $4,800. This is done in Florida at the best rate we can get in the US. Then we have to ship them to the
Dallas office and ship out in small lots to different countries. This printing should last between 2 to 3 years depending on the growing demand.
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We also have class trainings requested for mostly missionary groups that do not have tuition or funds for purchasing materials. The easiest and least cost to accomplish currently is a group of 7 missionaries in Missouri. This
wold involve approximately $210 for materials, $50-$70 a night for 1 sleeping room, Airfare of Approx. $400, car
$300, meeting room cost if not able to find a free option, plus food. These costs are low average estimates and
materials and such are strictly our cost.
We also anticipate the DVDs for training missionaries world wide will be finished in about three weeks. It
will be a set of 16 DVDs, a Level 1 & 2 TKM Textbook and basic materials in one package. Estimated cost per
package $28.75, plus Shipping.
We have several similar projects needing funding, as well as students that we sponsor in about 99 percent of
the classes we conduct. We truly appreciate your support and we are always looking for ways to make it the most
productive in helping those in need.
We thank you for your dedication and support, and we covet your prayers as we move forward with great
anticipation for what the Lord is doing through this ministry. We encourage you to also pray about how you can
help us in this great work, whether in finances, in prayer support, or however the Lord leads you. May the Lord
bless you, for He “will supply all your needs according to His riches in glory in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:19)
in this New Year.
Sincerely,
Glenn Thomas King, PhD, CDN, CN
Director
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fyigood info to know!
An MRI or Phone Call Increases Deadly Mercury Poisoning
By Glenn King, PhD, CDN, CN
In April of 2008 a paper was released on an NIH
(National Institutes of Health) study concerning mercury release from dental amalgam restorations after magnetic resonance imaging and following mobile phone
use.

The mean +/- SD saliva Hg concentrations of the
patients before and after MRI were 8.6 +/- 3.0 and 11.3
+/- 5.3 microg L(-1), respectively (p < 0.01). A statistical significant (p < 0.05) higher concentration was
observed in the students who used a mobile phone.

The study was conducted by the Department of
medical Physics, School of Paramedical Sciences, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Shiraz, Iran.

The mean +/- SE urinary Hg concentrations of the
students who used mobile phones were 2.43 +/- 0.25,
2.71 +/- 0.27, 3.79 +/- 0.25, 4.8 +/- 0.27 and 4.5 +/0.32 microg L(-1) before the amalgam restoration and
at days 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Whereas the respective Hg concentrations in the controls, were 2.07
+/- 0.22, 2.34 +/- 0.30, 2.51 +/- 0.25, 2.66 +/- 0.24 and
2.76 +/- 0.32 microg L(-1).

Thirty patients were investigated in the first phase
of the study. Measurements achieved by five milliliter stimulated saliva was collected just before and after
MRI. The magnetic flux density was 0.23 T and the
duration of exposure of patients to magnetic field was
30 minutes.

It clearly indicates that MRI and microwave radiation emitted from mobile phones significantly release mercury from dental amalgam restoration. Of
course the common conclusion is that further research
is needed to clarify whether other common sources of
electromagnetic field exposure may cause alterations
in dental amalgam and accelerate the release of mercury. W

In the second phase, fourteen female healthy University students who had not used mobile phones before
the study and did not have any previous amalgam restorations were investigated. Dental amalgam restoration
was performed for all 14 students. Their urine samples
were collected before amalgam restoration and at days
1, 2, 3 and 4 after restoration.
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Bottled Water Has Contaminants?

Study finds 38 toxic chemicals in 10 brands, including chemicals common in tap water
By Glenn King, PhD, CDN, CN
tap water, and others probably leached from plastic
bottles, researchers said.

Many people seeking purity in water opt for bottled
water rather than regular tap water. But recent research
shows contaminants lurk there, too.

In the Wal-Mart and Giant Food bottled water, the
highest concentration of chlorine by-products, known
as trihalomethanes, was over 35 parts per billion. California requires 10 parts per billion or less, and the
industry’s International Bottled Water Association
makes 10 its voluntary guideline. The federal limit is
80.

A two-year study was conducted by a Washingtonbased Environmental Working Group, an organization
founded by scientists that advocates stricter regulation.
Their report, released November 2008, involved
tests on leading brands of bottled water turning up a
variety of contaminants, including cancer-linked chemicals three times higher than California’s health standard, according to an environmental advocacy group.

Water researcher Dr. David Carpenter, director
of the Institute for Health and the Environment of the
University at Albany, who had no role in the study,
singled out trihalomethanes as the biggest concern because of strong research links to cancer.

The researchers commented, “the findings challenge the popular impression and marketing pitch that
bottled water is purer than tap water.

“These are levels that should not be in bottled water,” he said.

However, all the brands met federal health standards for drinking water. And most of the detected contaminants are common in tap water, too.

Giant Food officials released a brief statement after the report asserting that Acadia meets all regulatory
standards.

For the study, bottled water was bought in California, North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland and Delaware.
Lab tests detected 38 chemicals in 10 brands, with an
average of eight contaminants found in each kind of
bottled water. Tests showed coliform bacteria, caffeine,
the pain reliever acetaminophen, fertilizer, solvents,
plastic-making chemicals and the radioactive element
strontium.

Acadia is sold in the mid-Atlantic states, so it isn’t
held to California’s standard.
In most places, bottled water must meet roughly
the same federal standards as tap water.
The research revealed that the Wal-Mart brand exceeded California’s limit by five times for a second
chlorine by-product, bromodichloromethane.

Sam’s Choice, Acadia post high levels
Researchers tested one batch for each of 10 brands.
Eight of those did not have troubling levels of contaminants. But two brands did, so more tests were done and
those revealed chlorine by-products above California’s
standard. The researchers identified those two brands
as Sam’s Choice sold by Wal-Mart and Acadia of Giant
Food supermarkets.

The Environmental Working Group said it notified California’s attorney general of its intent to sue
Wal-Mart. The group wants Wal-Mart to label its
bottles in California with a warning of cancer-causing
chemicals.
Joe Doss, president of the International Bottled
Water Association, said he would not defend any company that is exceeding the standard in California. He
said, “If they have exceeded it, they should meet it.”

The other eight, which researchers didn’t identify,
carried legal levels of many contaminants. Some of
those chemicals, like arsenic and the solvent toluene,
have been tied to health risks. Some of the contaminants apparently came from pollutants often found in

Chlorine linked to birth defects
The chlorine by-products, which studies have also
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linked to birth defects, presumably come from chlorine
used as a disinfectant, which ends up in public water
systems. Tap water is often repackaged and sold as bottled water, and the researchers say that was true of these
two brands, Sam’s Choice and Acadia.

The test results, added to data from communities
and water utilities that bowed to pressure to disclose
earlier test results, produce the new total of Americans
known to be exposed to drug-contaminated drinking
water supplies.

Bottled water cost 1,900 times
more than tap water
“In some cases, it appears bottled water is no less
polluted than tap water. Consumers should expect better,” said Jane Houlihan, an environmental engineer
who co-authored the study.

The overwhelming majority of U.S. cities have
not tested drinking water, while eight cities including
Boston, Phoenix and Seattle were relieved that tests
showed no detections above limits.

The researchers recommend that people who are
concerned should use a high grade carbon filter for their
tap water.

SOMETHING IS IN THE WATER!

Tons of drugs dumped into wastewater
Drugs dumped into the water are reported to affect
46 million in U.S. this year. Many are not aware that
our waste water is often recycled to use as city water.
City tap water is also where most water bottling companies obtain their water to supposedly clean it, bottled it
and sell it to the public. Many contaminates are simply
not removed from the water.
Many get conflicting disposal advice for old medications and they often end up going down the toilet
or drain. This water could actually end up in a bottle
at your local store for you to purchase - thinking it is
safe.
Testing shows traces of meds in water greater than
previously reported. Testing revealed trace amounts of
pharmaceuticals in drinking water supplies has shown
that more Americans are affected by the problem than
previously thought.
It is up from 41 million people reported by the
AP (Associated Press) in March 2008 as part of an investigation into the presence of pharmaceuticals in the
nation’s waterways.
The report prompted federal and local legislative
hearings, brought about calls for mandatory testing and
disclosure, and led officials in at least 27 additional metropolitan areas to analyze their drinking water. Positive
tests were reported in 17 cases, including Reno, NV.,
Savannah, GA., Colorado Springs, CO., and Huntsville,
AL. Results are still pending in three others.
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“We didn’t think we’d find anything because our
water comes from a pristine source, but after the report, we wanted to make sure and reassure our customers,” says Andy Ryan, spokesman for Seattle Public Utilities.
Chicago found a cholesterol medication and a nicotine derivative. Many cities found the anti-convulsant
carbamazepine. Officials in one of those communities,
Colorado Springs, say they detected five pharmaceuticals in all, including a tranquilizer and a hormone.
“This is obviously an emerging issue, and we felt
it was the responsible thing for us to do, as a utility,
to find out where we stand. We believe that at these
levels, based on current science, that the water is completely safe for our customers,” says Colorado Springs
spokesman Steve Berry.
“We don’t want to create unnecessary alarm, but
at the same time we have a responsibility as a municipal utility to communicate with our customers and let
them know.”
Fargo’s water director, Bruce Grubb, said the
concentrations of three drugs detected there were so
incredibly minute — parts per trillion — that he sent
them to the local health officer to figure out how to
interpret the information for the community.
“We plan to put this into some kind of context
other than just scientific nomenclature, so folks can
get some level of understanding about what it means,”
says Grubb.
The drug residues detected in water supplies are
generally flushed into sewers and waterways through
human excretion. Many of the pharmaceuticals are
known to slip through sewage and drinking water
treatment plants.

While the comprehensive risks are still unclear,
researchers are finding evidence that even extremely
diluted concentrations of pharmaceutical residues harm
fish, frogs and other aquatic species in the wild and impair the workings of human cells in the laboratory.
Tainted drinking water kept under wraps
While the new survey expands the known extent
of the problem, the overwhelming majority of U.S.
communities have yet to test, including the single largest water provider in the country, New York City’s Department of Environmental Protection, which delivers
water to 9 million people.
In April, 2008 New York City council members
insisted during an emergency hearing that their drinking water be tested. But DEP officials declared that
“the testing of finished tap water is not warranted at
this time.”
Many researchers fear public would misunderstand, overreact to disclosure and hence the choice of
secrecy. Although, what you don’t know can hurt you.
When water providers find pharmaceuticals in
drinking water, they rarely tell the public. When researchers make the same discoveries, they usually don’t
identify the cities involved.
There are plenty of reasons offered for the secrecy: concerns about national security, fears of panic, a
feeling that the public will not understand — even confidentiality agreements.
“That’s a really sensitive subject,” says Elaine Archibald, executive director of California Urban Water
Agencies, an 11-member organization comprised of the
largest water providers in California.
Elaine Archibald says “many customers don’t know
how to interpret the information. They hear something
has been detected in source water and drinking water,
and that’s cause for alarm — just because it’s there.”
The investigation showed that drinking water provided to at least 41 million people living in 24 major
metropolitan areas tested positive for trace amounts of
pharmaceuticals. But, reports don’t reveal all.
Most Americans probably think they have a good
idea of what’s being detected in their water. Federal law
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requires water providers to distribute annual consumer
confidence reports that reveal levels of regulated contaminants. Providers are not, however, required to tell
people if they find a contaminant that is not on a U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency list. And there are
no pharmaceuticals on the EPA list.
In Philadelphia, the water department has not
informed its 1.5 million users that traces of 56 pharmaceuticals or their by-products, like the active ingredients in drugs to treat depression, anxiety, high
cholesterol, fever and pain have been detected in the
drinking water, and that 63 pharmaceuticals or byproducts were found in the city’s source watersheds.
Philadelphia Water Department spokeswoman
Laura Copeland stated, “It would be irresponsible to
communicate to the public about this issue, as doing
so would only generate questions that scientific research has not yet answered. We don’t want to create
the perception where people would be alarmed.”
New York City water officials repeated declined
requests for an interview by press agencies and waited
more than three months before participating in a survey,
supplying information only after being informed that
every other major city in the nation had cooperated.
The New York state health department and the U.S.
Geological Survey detected heart medicine, infection
fighters, estrogen, anti-convulsants, a mood stabilizer
and the active ingredient in an anti-anxiety medication
in the city’s watershed upstate. And the city’s Department of Environmental Protection ultimately stated that
it does not test its downstate drinking water.
Officials in Arlington, Texas, announced that
pharmaceuticals had been detected in source water but
wouldn’t say which ones or in what amounts, citing
security concerns.
Director of water utilities, Julie Hunt says “to provide the public with information regarding which, if
any, pharmaceuticals or emerging compounds make it
through the treatment process can assist someone who
wishes to cause harm through the water supply.”
Mayor Robert Cluck later said a trace amount of
one pharmaceutical had survived the treatment process
and had been detected in drinking water. He declined
to name the drug, saying identifying it could cause

Suggestions: First don’t drink city tap water and
be careful of the filters you choose. The inexpensive
and most common water filters that can be purchased
at most stores are not capable of cleaning enough toxins
from the tap water. Don’t trust whole house filters unless it was installed when the house was new because
the water will just get recontaminated traveling through
the old nasty pipes. Just check your pipes to see if you’re
happy with what you see.

a terrorist to intentionally release more of it, causing
significant harm to residents. “I don’t want to take that
chance. There is no public hazard and I don’t want to create one,”says Cluck.
Water treatment plant supervisor in Emporia, KS,
Ron Rhodes, explained why he wouldn’t disclose whether his community’s source water or drinking water had
been tested for pharmaceuticals. “Well, it’s because of
9/11. We want everybody to guess.”

There are numerous products that can do a good job
of providing clean drinking water. One system is from
Britain called Berkey. It is a stainless steel and carbon/
ceramic filter drip system that comes in different sizes
and strengths of filtering contaminates.

In an interview Rhodes was asked, how could it
endanger anyone to know if Emporia’s water has been
screened for traces of pharmaceutical compounds? He
replied, “We’re not putting out more information than
we have to put out. ”

Remember that shower and bath water are just as
important to be pure. The skin on the body is very porous and absorbent for any toxins it is exposed to, even
for a brief time.

What do we do?
To start, don’t flush leftover meds or any other contaminates that you wouldn’t want to end up in your drinking water - if you drank city tap water. Even if you don’t
drink it, most people do, so be responsible.

For those who want a higher purity and quality of
water there is a system that was too expensive for most
people, but has now decreased in cost to be affordable
to more consumers. It is an Alkaline Water system by
Kangen-water.

Even if a water bottling company actually placed
clean water into a plastic bottle, there are many contaminates that leach into the water from the plastic. Especially
under any heat or sun exposure. PABA is a chemical that
is used in plastic to make it soft and flexible. The more
thin and soft the bottle is the more PABA it contains.

Clean drinking water is a daily part of a healthy life
that cannot be replaced. Check to see how healthy you
are treating your body each time you drink water. W
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Testimonial Corner
Your stories...your victories!
Dr. King,

My parents flew down from Ohio for Christmas and stayed
two weeks. I got to “cure” a severe bladder infection my mom
(age 71) got on the 3rd day of their visit.

Read this. Dodong experienced healing and that is
why he is so excited to share it with others. By the way
She was amazed, she felt mostly better as soon as she got
he is a pastor from Bukidnon in Mindanao.
off the table (left Bladder Sequence). The infection came back
Be blessed!
two days later, but half the severity. So, I did the right BladLucille
der Sequence (since during the first treatment I noticed body
Dear Lucille,
Before you introduced TKM to us. I was having a
chronic problem with my right leg. My ankle would
swell and I couldn’t walk properly for three months
because of the pain. Some people said it was gout but
my uric acid level was okay. The doctor said she could
not find anything wrong with my leg after a series of
tests and x-rays, so she concluded it was degenerative
arthritis. On the other hand, a chiropractor told me
before that I have a structural problem in the hip area
that is causing my problem.

biography indicators that her right side was priority) and the
infection never came back.

My dad kept asking her if she needed to go to an urgent
care facility because the day she woke up with the infection
she wanted to go immediately, saying “I’ve never gotten over
one of these without a week’s worth of drugs, and I could feel
miserable the rest of my visit here.”
I told her to relax, have breakfast, and that I’d do TKM first
on her and we’d go from there.
Wow, did the experience change her mind? She just kept
saying - “It’s gone! - I feel fine! I feel like running up and down
the street waving a TKM banner! I knew it was working for
you Lynn, but to experience it for myself is a different matter!
I don’t want to say that I can’t believe it, but it really is beyond
my understanding! It was so easy just to sleep on the table for
an hour. What a difference from the old way.”

Before your last visit, I was not able to move
around but some organic medicines have relieved the
pain and swelling. I spent P$10000/month for varied
medications - until I tried TKM. If you remember I
was asking Peachy to study the textbook so that she
can do it for me. When she did not, I checked the
I told her I’d put her “banner” on Kima-Talk. They were
TKM Self-Help book and found some procedures for
very open to the sequences I recommended for homework after
hips, legs and ankles. So whenever, I feel pain or a litthat. Even my dad!
tle numbness I would do the procedures I saw. I would
feel good afterward and the swelling would go away.
I pray 2009 to be a very NEW year for all with TKM! It
already is for me and my family.

This has allowed me to play golf again and has
saved me a lot of money on medicine.

Lynn

I would like to thank you for sharing TKM to us.
Then, I would like to thank Dr. King for making these
procedures available to all of us. If he will allow, we
will be making TKM an integral part of our training in
Semilya so that we can pass on the knowledge to the
poor churches.
God bless you.
Dodong
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snapshots

This is some of the activities our ministry is involved in through our 700 Club association with TKM.
700 Club does not fund any part of our work, although
our cooperation is able to help hundreds to thousands
yearly. We train the 700 Club Asia personnel and provide them the books and materials, and they deliver
them into more areas than we are able to reach.
Their clout and connections are able to reach
many poor churches and villages in areas we would not
be able to go. Although, they have reported to us that
our TKM books and materials have enabled them to enter areas to help provide aid with TKM that were more
restricted than they could have entered without the TKM
books as proof of coming to provide aid. The Lord is
doing increasingly great things to reach those in need.
This page is illustrating TKM
help being provided from
Manila to Burma by
700 Club Asia. Most of these
people have no other option for
any aid.
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Below - Small group for special training in
October - Carrollton, TX

Above- TKM Self-help class in Sebring, FL

The three lower
photos are of a
great group in two
different classes in
Nov. from the US,
France, Greece,
Holland, Thailand
and India enjoying
food and fellowship at a local
restaurant.
There was more
fun had by all
than what the
photos can
illustrate.
Come join us
as we make the
world smaller and
healthier.
12

THE CLASS SCHEDULE

Additions or changes in schedule are subject to change without prior notice.
To check up-to-date schedule, visit our Events page online at www.kinginstitute.org
DATE
TYPE OF CLASS
		

TUITION/
DEPOSIT

DAYS

LOCATION		

INSTRUCTOR

Jan. 20-24

TKM® Level 1 & 2

$800 / $400

Tue - Sat

Carrollton, TX

Glenn King, PhD, RD, CN

Jan. 29-31

TKM® EMT & Self-Help

$425 / $200

Thur- Sat

Sebring, FL

Jim Robertson, ND

Feb. 6-7

TKM® Special Topic
$350 / $175
Pulses & body Biography

Fri - Sat

Carrollton, TX

Glenn King, PhD, RD, CN

Feb. 19 - 21 TKM® Special Topic
$350 / $175
Thur - Sat Carrollton, TX
Pathways, Anatomy, Pulses & In-depth Q&A Study

Glenn King, PhD, RD, CN

March 3 - 7

Jim Robertson, ND

TKM® Level 1 & 2

$800 / $400

Tue - Sat

Sebring, FL		

Seminar descriptions are online at www.kinginstitute.org., just click “About Classes”
You may register for classes online from the Calendar page at www.kinginstitute.org. Or, register or inquire about classes
at 1-800-640-7998. Tuition notice: $50 discount for registering (pay deposit) no later than 60 days prior to class.

What is TKM®?

Everyone’s Talking on

KIMA-TALK!

It’s a complimentary form of natural medicine from
a physics understanding of the bioelectromagnetic
systems and functions of the human body.

We’ve all experienced it. TKM® (The King Institute
Method®) overload! We’re excited! We’re ready to
go. Then it hits us – we no longer have someone to
talk with about TKM®. What do we do when we have
questions? Once we start working on people, we start
having incredible results. Where do we share all the
exciting reports?

This gentle method is a non-invasive, light touch approach to re-establishing homeostasis in the body that
even a child could apply. Use of this nurturing practice
restores bioelectromagnetic circulation (conductivity)
and balance (coherence).

For those who want to talk with someone who understands, there’s good news!
If you completed Level 1 and 2 training, there is a forum
just for you. Current members of the forum say it feels
like the training seminar never ended. It’s a great way
to share stories, ask questions, learn something new,
problem solve together, rejoice with one another and
pray with over five hundred people who have a passion for TKM®.

It promotes rapid healing and has shown to be highly
effective to help reverse critical health issues and
chronic diseases as it activates a resurgence of vibrant
health.
The King Institute, Inc. embraces its client as a “whole
person,” addressing the cause from a physics point of
view rather than symptoms of disease or pain (which is
simply bio-energy that is not circulating properly).

Join us today! Contact the King Institute, Inc. to be
added to KIMA-Talk. The discussions are great. The
fellowship is excellent. And the thirst for more talk
about TKM® is satisfied.

This approach produces measurable and remarkable
improvement in physical, mental, and emotional
health.

Note: When you e-mail the Institute, include your
Level 1 and 2 training locations, approximate date
and your phone number. If you’re already a member,
then join in the conversations!

Our greatest handicap is lack of knowledge and the
lack of acting on correct knowledge!
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Rhus Tea
$29.95 plus S/H $4.50 or
3 for $74.95 plus S/H $7.00 (Save $15!)
Order online or learn more about Rhus Tea at www.kinginstitute.org

Call 1-800-640-7998, or order online.
WARNING: If you have an allergy to the Sumac (Anacardiaceae) family, then you could possibly have an allergic reaction to this tea. It is always best to perform
a basic “muscle test” with any new substance you introduce to your body. We recommend testing before opening the bottle.

NOW AVAILABLE
Volume one of a four volume
TKM® Textbook!
We are excited to present this project from the King Institute, Inc., with all
new updated graphics, applications, descriptions and much more!
This new Textbook corresponds to the new Levels 1 through 7 class
format (the old Textbook will no longer be used). Volume 1 is available
for purchase if you have never had a Textbook Level class in the past.
The following three volumes are available to those who qualify and new
students when attending the corresponding class.

Call to or visit us online to order your copy today!
Vol. 1 $79.95 plus $11.25 S/H
(U.S. only. Call for international shipping charges)
Order online at www.kinginstitute.org or call 1-800-640-7998
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Tell others about the 500!
Thank you for supporting the King Institute, Inc. by being a member of KIMA 500! Your generous contributions help
this ministry fund its outreach and missions programs to share the God-given gift of
healing and restoration around the world.

Spread the word about KIMA 500!
Tell your family, friends and neighbors to join, because more KIMA 500
supporters means more people we can help around the world!
Together with God, great things can be accomplished!

For more information,
please call 800-640-7998

These are a few who thank you for your generosity!
May God bless you!

